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Chapter 1 : Rosita y Conchita: A Rhyming Storybook in English and Spanish by Eric Gonzalez
Rosita and Elmo Read a Recipe (Sesame Street) is available for download from Apple Books. Apple Books is an
amazing way to download and read books on iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch.

Learning to cook in English can be great fun but can your students read and follow recipes? There are lots of
strange words and instructions to be found in recipes, not to mention strange ingredients. You will find recipes
in magazines and newspapers that you have at home or visit your nearest charity shop to buy old magazines
and recipe books that you can cut up. Aim to have one recipe per sheet of paper. Start collecting recipes now
so that you are ready to do some of the activities listed below. When they have read one recipe they can swap
with someone else and do the same again. Students can do this until they have read all the recipes or you can
limit the time that they have to complete this task. Come together as a class and talk about the new words they
have learnt. List these on the board. Drill right down in to the vocabulary - whisk, stir, beat, mix. What do all
these words mean? How are they different and when would you use them? What would you stir? What would
you whisk? Ask students to use these words in sentences and role play the actions for each. Keep a list of these
words to play a game. See the next activity. Ask them questions about words that they have learnt in the
recipes. You will have collected some from activity 1 to get you started. Ask students questions like: Wooden
spoon If you put meat in the oven what would the cooking process be called? Roast The first person to say the
right word scores a point for their team. They go to the back of the line. Keep playing as long as you have
questions or time. The team with the highest score wins. Italian, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, Chinese.
Give examples of some meals for each cuisine. Find out if any of your students know the recipe to make any
of these dishes? Students work in pairs to describe how they would go about making some of the dishes listed
under a cuisine then swap partners and exchange recipes. Would you all make the dish the same way? Would
it be an easy recipe to follow? Talk about time in recipes, oven temperatures and also whether you would have
the meal as an entree, main course or dessert. Students could take their favourite recipe home and try to make
it then report back to the class about how they went. Perhaps they could even bring in a sample for tasting!
This is great activity for giving instructions and speaking in front of the whole class. Ask them to stand at the
front of the room. They might also like to draw on the board as they talk about their recipe. This creates a bit
of extra fun. List the festivals; Halloween , Christmas , Birthdays, Weddings. Break the class into as many
groups as you have festivals. Ask each group of students to list the meals that they would cook for one of these
festivals. Then ask them to write up the recipes for some of them. Then mix and match the groups so that you
have at least one person from each festival represented in each of the new groups. Students can now compare
meals that they would have at each festival and take turns to tell the group about their festival, specific meals
and the recipes they have created. Students could also help you come up with these. Some examples of meals
might be; spaghetti bolognese, meat pie, roast chicken, mashed potatoes. Ask students to describe how they
would go about making these meals. They should list the ingredients first and then describe the cooking
process. Students can then swap meals and partners and do the same again. Talk about the different options.
For example; supermarket, grocer, butcher, market, delicatessen, fishmonger, market garden. You could make
this into a quick game asking students to list down as many as they can think of in 2 minutes. The student with
the longest list wins. Discuss what you can buy at each of these shops or places. Where would you go to buy
exotic ingredients? Why would you go to one and not the other? Where do you prefer to shop and why? If you
had the opportunity to work in one of these shops which would you most like to work in and which would you
not like to work in? Why or why not? Ask your students to guess what each recipe is for! Iced biscuits are
really easy with young ones. Just use coloured icing and lollies to make faces on round biscuits. Try fried rice
with older students. All you would need is an electric wok or frying pan which is relatively easy to transport.
Even just having breakfast together as part your morning class can be easy, prompt lots of discussion and be
lots of fun. Students could bring different ingredients to share. Or why not go shopping together to buy
breakfast food. A discussion about what people eat for breakfast can be very interesting too! If you enjoyed
this article, please help spread it by clicking one of those sharing buttons below. And if you are interested in
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more, you should follow our Facebook page where we share more about creative, non-boring ways to teach
English.
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Chapter 2 : NPR Choice page
At the end of the story, you can find a recipe to make sugar skulls and steps to learn how to make a drawing of Rosita.
Loved it! I highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to teach their children about el Dia de los Muertos.

Zoe , Abby Cadabby , and Rosita. Rosita plays the guitar. A new Rosita puppet introduced in , with much
thicker fur especially on her head and upper lip. Rosita is a turquoise, bilingual monster who first appeared on
Sesame Street in Season She is the second bilingual Muppet to recur on the show after Osvaldo the Grouch ,
speaking both English and Spanish. Contents [ show ] Rosita has often presented the Spanish Word of the Day
, and features frequently playing her guitar. Her dad, Ricardo , served in the military and is in a wheelchair due
to injuries related to his service. Wings Rosita originally had wings attached to her arms, reflecting her
original concept design as a fruit bat. But mainly the big arms with wings were [designed] because she [used]
to give very big hugs and to play the guitar. She was described to me as a "monster from the caves". I took it
upon myself to reference a bat I also thought and hoped that it would have been characterized as a sign of
female empowerment It was a sort of superpower built into her species. Add to that, it was a great solution to
hiding the performers arms Another thought was that she would do great dance movements - like if she
wanted to teach "flamenco". The wings were cut from the fur fabric in such a way to form pleats. One year,
while I was no longer in charge of running SS for Henson, she had no wings. I was really pissed off and if I
had the opportunity, would have had a meeting or two to defend their existence. I was so determined to make
her different than the other monsters. The first day of Season It was Production at Sesame Workshop. What
they told me was that the people in Merchandise took that decision. I really like the wings. It made her look
like a different Monster. Like 20 years ago they wrote a very funny script. Prairie was helping Rosita with her
flying and landing. At the end of the show Prairie was wearing a helmet because no matter what Rosita keep
landing on her head. During the s and as listed in their profiles in The Sesame Street Treasury volumes 6 and 9
, it was Herry and Prairie who were often paired as best friends.
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Chapter 3 : Sesame Street | Apps & EBooks
Then you'll love Sophia's simple recipe for delicious chocolate bites! Instructions Watch the video and use the subtitles
and the transcript to help you understand.

You can unsubscribe anytime Constant Contact Use. By submitting this form, you are consenting to receive
marketing emails from: No chemicals, refining, filtering, heat or fermentation. Most brands of cod liver oil are
refined and filtered, removing vitamins which are then added back as synthetic supplements. He created a
team in Norway to produce this oil the old-fashioned way, reviving a lost art. Or find it in gel capsules here.
The oil is harvested directly from the fresh fish. This process allows the liver to slowly decompose and release
meat, oil and by-products into the vat. The fresh Rosita oil is protected from oxidation by the addition of
Rosemary and Vitamin E. Other oils may be oxidized by the time they are bottled. Check your label and see.
These Omega 3 Fatty Acids and their natural co-factors are immensely anti-inflammatory. They are good for
us in every way including pain management and any inflammatory disorder such as eczema and arthritis. We
evolved eating large amounts of Omega 3 rich foods, primarily ocean fish and a few types of nuts and seeds.
Our bodies require them daily. One teaspoon of Rosita cod contains approximately mg. It can be added to
warm not boiling food for picky eaters. One teaspoon contains â€” i. Retinol is real Vitamin A. Beta-Carotene
from carrots and other veggies is only a precursor to Retinol and does not fully convert. There is â€” i. Since I
like to give clients about units of D per day, I suggest adding extra D3 never the prescription form D2 and
Vitamin K2 as well. See more below on the urgent need to add K2 to cod oil or Vitamin D supplements.
Biogenic amines such as Histamine can be found in many fermented or non-fermented foods. People with
compromised immune, neurologic or digestive systems may have a hard time clearing toxic amines. The
presence of amines in a food may indicate spoilage or oxidation. Sensitive systems do not have proper gut
flora to clear biogenic amines, sometimes causing violent reactions: There have been reports of these reactions
in fermented cod liver oil users. Rosita cod oil replaces ordinary fish oil as well as other brands of cod liver
oil. You get the benefits of a true synergistic superfood in one teaspoon daily for life. You can order it from
me here. Fish oil is from the body of the fish and does not contain Vitamins A and D. Prevent and reverse K2
deficiency as the cause of heart disease, osteoporosis and the epidemic of narrow faces and jaws that cause us
to have to have teeth pulled and wear braces. You can buy K2 as a supplement in the MK-7 form here and
here with Vitamins D and A , or even better, as Walkabout Emu oil , the richest source of Vitamin K2 on the
planet, up to 7 times more potent than high vitamin butter oil. Take it for life!
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Chapter 4 : Sesame Street Episode Guide . Season 44 . | PBS Parents
Read more here and here and listen to this podcast on my own show and this one on Robb Wolf's show. Weston A.
Price proved forever that it was the combination of large amounts of fat-soluble A, D and K2 (Activator X) that accounted
for the prime health of the people he studied world-wide in the 's and 40's.

Check Local Listings Self-Regulation Brought to you by: Jealous â€” A strong feeling you have when you
want something that someone else has. Baby Bear gets angry with Rosita so she asks Gordon for help. Will his
advice keep Rosita calm in the classroom? Respect â€” Treating people in a way that makes them feel cared
for and important. Stinky begins to get frustrated and discouraged, but Leela encourages him to remain calm
and that he is unique and special. Fragrance â€” A pleasant smell. The real Simon gives Telly some advice:
Listen carefully, and think. Self-Regualtion Brought to you by: Relax â€” To calm down or take a rest from
being active. At first, it seems like a good idea, but then they start making more of a mess for Chris. Will the
Help-O-Bots be able to help themselves from creating messes left and right? Cognitive Reasoning Brought to
you by: Robot â€” A machine that can do things by itself that are similar to what people can do. Still Life with
Cookie Cookie Monster decides to paint a picture of a cookie, but it looks so good that he decides to eat it.
Every time he paints a new on the same thing happens. Can Cookie Monster control his urges so people can
appreciate his art? Texture â€” The way something looks or feels. Mi Amiguita Rosita Rosita gets
disappointed when reading a story about a girl from Mexico and wishes there was a better story about being
Mexican. Mando encourages her to write her own story about what being Mexicans means to her.
Self-Regulation; Literacy Brought to you by: Author â€” Someone who is a writer of things such as stories or
books. The girls become frustrated with Leela and hide her cellphone. Will the girls be able to make it up to
Leela? Furious â€” Really, really mad. When they finally are able to catch one they realize that it looks sad.
How will they cheer up their friend? Insect â€” A small bug that has 6 legs, 2 antennae and usually two pairs
of wings such as flies, crickets, mosquitoes, beetles, butterflies, and bees. Everyone on Sesame Street helps in
trying to stall the ceremony. Will The Count arrive in time to receive his prize? Mathematics Brought to you
by: Imposter â€” Someone who pretends to be someone else Related Activities Will he be successful?
Courteous â€” Being polite and having good manners. The Count buys him and gives him to another monster
on Sesame Street. Big Bird and Snuffleupagus set out to find Radar. Will they be successful? Curly â€”
Something that is twisting and wavy, such as hair or ribbon. Will he be able to remember their orders before
the customers get too hungry? Strategy â€” A plan to help you solve a problem Related Activities Maria
explains to Rosita that she used to be embarrassed too but now she feels proud to speak Spanish. Translate â€”
To change from one language into another language. Will Gabi be able to fill in for Grandma Bear? Emotional
Development Brought to you by: Fabulous â€” When something is wonderful, great, fantastic, terrific. Will he
be able to enjoy himself at the party? Social and Emotional Development Brought to you by: Leela explains
that everyone can make up a story and encourages Rosita to use her imagination. Will Rosita be able to create
a great story? Literacy and Cognitive Reasoning Brought to you by: Adventure â€” An exciting thing to do.
Abby is happy to help and assists Judy in looking for a unique beast with whom she can share her adventures.
Will she ever find her beastly companion? Unique â€” One of a kind. Who will the Sesame Street
Cheerleaders cheer for now? Cheer â€” Words of encouragement or congratulations. He is ready to quit but
Baby Bear and Gina encourage him to believe in himself. Can Telly win the Pogo Games? Confidence â€” To
believe in yourself. Baby and Telly try to help him out by bringing him a kangaroo and the cow that jumped
over the moon. Will these animals help Jack get his jump back? Stumble â€” To trip and almost fall. Chris
encourages Baby Bear to tell his father how he feels. Athlete â€” A person who is trained or really good at
sports or exercise. Can Elmo step in and save the day? Plan â€” A list of things to do. Bert has to play a
cowboy, a pirate, and an astronaut. Will Bert be able to use his imagination to play the characters in the
movie? Rosenbloom to visit Sesame Street and run some tests. Will Stinky pass the test and be considered a
plant? Science Brought to you by: Absorb â€” To take in or soak up. Related Activities Produced by: Funding
is provided by: However, those contents do not necessarily represent the policy of the Department of
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Education, and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government.
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Chapter 5 : Rosita and Elmo Read a Recipe (Sesame Street) by Jodie Shepherd & Bob Berry on Apple Bo
"We are a very percent-or-nothing culture," says Robin Ha, the author of a new graphic cookbook Cook Korean! Cold
noodles may be served with ice to keep them frosty.

This post contains affiliate links. One of the surest ways to become disillusioned with learning a language is to
focus on one resource alone. Anyone wanting to become fluent in German should be continually looking for
methods to build three key skills â€” listening, speaking and reading. There are endless ways and opportunities
to enhance these skills, with many resources available online. Watching German movies will help you hone
your listening skills. You can improve your spoken German by having conversations with native speakers by
any means necessary. As far as reading goes, there are many methods available for use, to build upon your
vocabulary and learn German fast. German Newspapers and Magazines Newspapers can be easily accessed
online, often without a subscription. They offer an insight into the political climate, current affairs, sport and
culture. Every week they publish articles about world politics, sport and human-interest stories, in simple
language. They omit long, difficult words, embrace shorter sentence structure and are largely concerned with
presenting information as plainly as possible. This service is designed for people with language difficulties,
making it ideal for anyone wanting to learn German online. If you are unable to gain access to a hard copy
print of the magazine, check out the articles featured on Spiegel. News for Younger Readers Neon targets a
younger audience, using an aesthetically pleasing spread and covering topics ranging from cultural issues, to
band write ups. Online German Dictionaries and Encyclopaedias It never hurts to have a dictionary on hand
when learning a language, whether in hard copy, or online. The following resources may help in adding to
your vocab list or deciphering the meaning of unfamiliar words or phrases. Navigate to the German version to
read articles on just about anything you fancy! Although most information found on Wikipedia should be
taken with a grain of salt, it still makes for good German reading practice. Hurraki Hurraki is an German
online dictionary that works in a similar vein to Wikipedia, with an emphasis on plain language. It is an online
community where people are able to add and edit articles in simple German. The website is designed to be
easy to reference and read. By picking books that are already familiar to you, you may find it easier to
translate the stories and keep in the loop with what is going on. If you grew up devoted to the Harry Potter
series and devoured the books in your youth, why not try reading them in German? As the story will be
familiar to you, you will find it easier to translate what it is you are reading. If you wish to delve deeper into
the world of German culture, take up the challenge of reading novels written by German speaking authors.
Franz Kafka was a famous novelist of the 20th century, publishing both books and short stories. Die
Verwandlung or The Metamorphosis is one of his most celebrated novels, that can be purchased in a
dual-language format. It too can be bought online as a dual-language book, making it ideal for intermediate
learners. Rowling, penning fantasy tales for young adults. Tintenherz or Inkheart is the first book of a trilogy
about a young girl and her father, who have the ability to bring characters to life by reading a story aloud.
German Short Stories If the idea of reading an entire novel in a foreign language is a bit too overwhelming for
you at this point in your language education, consider reading short stories instead. It explores the daily life in
the German capital, offering insights about the country and people from a foreign perspective. The text is
targeted at beginners and aims to help language learners build upon their knowledge of isolated words and
phrases, to understanding how these can be worked into sentences. Although Russian is his first language, his
entire literary output is in German. In describing what it is he writes about, Kaminer claims to make notes
about the world, the past, present and future, social reality and life observed through the eyes of a migrant. His
first book Russian Disco , is a series of short, autobiographical essays about life in Berlin just after the fall of
the Berlin Wall. Use this book as a resource for German reading practice, as well as a direct account of what
life was like during one of the most exciting and rapidly changing times in modern German history. The
Brothers Grimm Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm were German academics who collected and published folktales
during the 19th century. This makes them an excellent resource for building upon your reading skills in
German. As the original stories are no longer copyrighted, there are resources available online which feature
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dual language versions of stories such as Little Red Riding Hood. Take this opportunity to give yourself a
German language lesson! Read the text in German, while referring to the English translation. One you are
across the German text, try taking a short quiz to test your knowledge. Written and illustrated by Wilhelm
Busch and published in , it is a humorous tale told in rhyming couplets. The book is well known and adored
across German-speaking countries and remains a popular choice for bedtime stories for not yet literate
children. The book covers seven pranks that Max and Moritz â€” tormentors and troublemakers â€” play on
their unsuspecting family members, teachers and acquaintances. As this text is also available within the public
domain, the original German version and English translated text can be found online. You have the option of
reading each trick in German , English or you can refer to the dual language option. Continue to test your
German language knowledge with a series of quizzes on the text. Dual language books are a helpful resource
in this regard. If you have an interest in poetry, start with a dual-language book that features the poems of
many renowned German poets, alongside the English translations. For those looking to get more specific try
reading the works of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. His poems have been translated and appear in dual
language books. Fun fact â€” the Goethe Institut , an operation that promotes the study of the German
language abroad, is named after him! The play is about a wealthy woman who returns to her former hometown
seeking vengeance. She wants the townspeople to rally together to kill the man who abandoned her, in
exchange for money. The printed version of this play features the full German text on one page, accompanied
by the English translation and notes on the next page. The book also has an extended vocabulary at the back
and a detailed introduction in English, explaining the social and historical context of the piece. Over to You
As you can see, there are many resources you can use to build upon your German reading skills, no matter
what your level of learning or personal interests. Benny believes the best approach to language learning is to
speak from day one.
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Chapter 6 : opt-discount-reading-program â€“ Reading Buddy Software
Rosita Clark has 9 books on Goodreads. This will prevent Rosita from sending you messages, friend request or from
viewing your profile. Rosita will not be notified. Comments on discussion boards from Rosita will be hidden by default.

And why is it a must? Repeated reading means the child reads the same passage multiple times. Decades of
research indicates that if you want your child to improve fluency and comprehension, they should not be going
from article to article or paging through a book. Instead, they should read a body of content at least 3 times in
a row. The more your child reads a body of text, the easier it is for them to decode the words and read the text
accurately. Their familiarity with the text frees their mind to work on reading more fluently, with expression.
And reading with expression, leads to improved comprehension. Achieving a higher level of fluency and
comprehension in a body of text gives your child an experience of reading at a level that they can apply to new
text. With Reading Buddy Software, every session your child will read a text three times. Your child will
master the text, learn new words, and achieve an elevated level of fluency and comprehension that they can
apply to future readings. You may have explained some vocabulary here and there, corrected an occasional
grammar mistake, but essentially your child learned to talk by listening to other people talk. It works similarly
with reading. In order to improve fluency and comprehension, your child has to listen to fluent reading. Most
children who use Reading Buddy Software do one session per day. So a child using Reading Buddy Software
hears a dramatic and fluent reading twice each session. Hearing these fluent reads is instrumental in helping
them become more fluent readers. And improved fluency leads to better comprehension. But how to
accomplish that is often misunderstood. Fluency is the ability to read words accurately, easily, and with
expression. This is the first step to fluency. First, a child learns to decode words and pronounce them
accurately. Because the more brain power your child has to invest in pronunciation, the less brain power they
have available for comprehension. Last night I was talking to my husband while he was brushing his teeth. He
understood everything I said while at the same time brushing and swishing. What would have happened if I
tried to talk to my 9 year old while he was brushing his teeth? In fact, he can do it while thinking about
something else. But for a 9 year old, brushing takes more thought. He has to concentrate. Before your child
can find the meaning of the words, the words themselves have to be easy to read. Think about a public
speaker. A good public speaker uses volume, tone, emphasis, cadence, and phrasing to convey meaning. A
poor public speaker, on the other hand, is monotone. Their delivery is robotic. And without the verbal cues,
their message is less engaging and harder to comprehend. Comprehension skyrockets once a reader realizes
which words to chunk together and which ones to emphasize within each chunk. The same thing is happening
today. Many schools, tutors, and reading programs fail to choose good content. Of course, the content has to
be age appropriate and reading-level appropriate. Pretty much everyone gets that right. That just gets you in
the game. To win, the content has to be truly engaging. The more captivating the content, the faster your child
will develop reading competency. Now I want to temper my point. This is an important skill. Certainly, in
order to succeed academically, a child must be able to read a variety of content, including the boring kind. But,
for the most part, what your child reads should be riveting. So it would have been easy to get away with using
mediocre content. I refused to do that. Instead, I spent over a year searching for just the right content for every
reading level. And in the end, a lot of the articles and stories I wrote myself. The result is that kids enjoy using
Reading Buddy Software. Let me give you some examples. Children who use Reading Buddy Software know
the answer to that question. A lot of the dust in your home is dead skin. If your child read an article like that
today, what do you think would happen? How great would that be? Your child coming to you excited about
what they read. Did you know that you can go snow skiing in the summer? But if you were a child using
Reading Buddy, you would know that Abner Doubleday did not invent baseball. The bottom line is that
content matters. What your child reads will affect how much your child values reading. And practically
speaking, that makes a big difference as to whether or not and how quickly your child progresses. Reading
Buddy Software for up to 4 Users Reading Sessions minutes each divided into 4 reading levels for grades
Every user can access any of the readings as many times as they want. Up to 4 Users. You can create separate
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accounts for each child.
Chapter 7 : Rosita Clark - Avalon, 02, Australia (9 books)
Big Bird, Elmo, and all your favorite Sesame Street friends enjoy learning fairy tales and folktales with stories, poems,
and preschool games. iBooks Rosita and Elmo Read a Recipe.

Chapter 8 : Why is Rosita Cod Liver Oil So Good For You?
A Cooking Class Where New Immigrants Learn The Recipe For English: The Salt A program in Philadelphia folds
lessons in English as a second language into a cooking class. The goal is to add a dash.

Chapter 9 : Sprachen Lernen | Lernen Sie eine Sprache | Offizielle Rosetta Stone WebsiteÂ®
Qur'an with word by word & Tajweed recitation, audio translations, memorizing tools, and multiple learning tools for
beginner & advanced students.
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